ASTRUM SOLAR FACT SHEET

About the Company
Astrum Solar is the leading full-service residential solar provider headquartered in the Eastern United States. The company serves homeowners and small businesses in 10 states from five operations centers by facilitating every aspect of the going solar experience, from design and install to incentives management and monitoring for the lifetime of the system. Astrum Solar is also one of the nation’s largest aggregators of residential Solar Renewable Energy Credits (SRECs) and the only home solar installer offering upfront value for the SRECs many homeowners receive when they install solar panels.

Founded in 2007, the company has grown by providing:

- Real price quotes in minutes with a customizable online Solar Calculator
- Superior solar expertise with all work performed exclusively by Astrum Solar employees
- Peace-of-mind guarantees that lead the industry
- State-of-the-art Enlighten™ website panel level performance monitoring with every install
- Top value, flexible purchase options and full-service for Solar Renewable Energy Credits

Corporate Headquarters
8955 Henkels Lane, Suite 508
Annapolis Junction, MD 20701

Service Area
Delaware
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
New Jersey
New York
Ohio
Pennsylvania
Virginia
Washington, D.C.
West Virginia

Number of Employees
125

Website
www.astrumsolar.com

Solar Calculator
www.astrumsolar.com/calculator

###

SEE A SUNNY DAY IN A WHOLE NEW WAY®